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The 3D morphological evolution of titanium foams as they undergo a two-step fabrication process is quantitatively characterized through x-ray micro- and nano-tomography. In the ﬁrst process step, a Cu–Ti–Cr–Zr prealloy is immersed in liquid Mg, where Cu is alloyed with Mg while a skeleton of crystalline Ti–Cr–Zr is created. In the second step, the Mg–Cu phase is etched in acid, leaving a Ti–Cr–Zr foam with submicron struts. 3D images of these solidiﬁed Ti–Cr–Zr/Mg–Cu composites and leached Ti–Cr–Zr foams are acquired after 5, 10, and 30 min exposure to liquid Mg. As the Mg exposure time increases, the Ti–Cr–Zr ligaments grow in size. The tortuosity loosely follows the Bruggeman relation. The interfacial surface distribution of these Ti-foams is qualitatively similar to other nano-porous metal prepared by one-step dealloying. The characteristic length of the Mg–Cu phase and pores are also reported.
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with Ti, which is mechanically superior to pure a-Ti.15 When immersing a Cu–Ti alloy with small Zr and Cr additions, Cu80(Ti0.847Cr0.098 Zr0.056)20, into a Mg melt at 810 °C, Mg selectively alloys with Cu, while the remaining Ti–Cr–Zr phase separates into a solid skeleton with sub-micron strut size. Therefore, an Mg–Cu/Ti–Cr–Zr composite was formed as a bi-continuous structure. After solidiﬁcation of the Mg–Cu phase, that phase can be removed from the composite in nitric acid at ambient temperature leaving a nanoporous Ti–Cr–Zr foam with nanosize ligaments and pores. As the size of the metallic ligaments and the pores affects the mechanical and electrical properties of nanoand micro-porous structure,16,17 it is expected that these properties can be optimized by changing the Mg exposure time leading to a coarsening of the Ti–Cr–Zr skeleton. Therefore, we study here arc-melted Cu–Ti–Cr–Zr samples which were alloyed with Mg by immersion in an Mg melt for 5, 10, or 30 min. Both the as-solidiﬁed composites
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I. INTRODUCTION



Nanoporous metals (Au, Ag, Cu, Fe, Co, Ni, Pd, Pt, and Ti)1–8 have numerous potential applications as functional materials, including sensors,9,10 actuators,11 supercapacitors,12 catalytic substrates,13 and anode substrates for Li-ion battery.14 As has been recently demonstrated,7 nanoporous titanium can be fabricated by a novel twostep process involving a phase separation in an amorphous Cu–Ti alloy in molten Mg, followed by acid etching at ambient temperature. This method can be further applied to fabricate nanoporous b-Ti–Cr–Zr alloy a)
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(Mg–Cu/Ti–Cr–Zr) and the leached Ti–Cr–Zr sub-micron foams are imaged in 3D using micro-CT18 and highresolution nano-tomography.19 II. METHODS A. Ti-foam fabrication



Six Cu–Ti–Cr–Zr samples with composition Cu80 (Ti0.847 Cr 0.098 Zr 0.056 ) 20 were prepared by arcmelting, as described in more detail elsewhere. 15 Three Cu–Ti–Cr–Zr samples (8 mm in diameter and 1 mm in thickness) were immersed in an Mg melt at 810 °C for 5, 10, and 30 min respectively. The resulting phase-separated Mg–Cu/Ti–Cr–Zr composites will be labeled in this paper as C5, C10, and C30, where C stands for composite and the numbers stand for the Mg exposure times. Three etched foams were created by immersing another three as-prepared composite samples into nitric acid at 3 mol/L for 30 min to remove the Mg–Cu phase. The resulting Ti–Cr–Zr foams will be labeled F5, F10, and F30, where F stands for foam and the numbers again stand for the Mg exposure times. B. Micro-tomography



Each of the six samples was cut with a diamond saw into a rectangular rod with sides of 0.5–1 mm and length of ;1 cm for micro-tomography measurement conducted at beamline 2-BM at Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory, IL).20 The energy of the monochromatic beam was 27.9 keV. Each x-ray projection was collected with an exposure time of 250 ms onto a CCD detector with a 2048 by 2048 pixels array. The ﬁeld of view used was 1.5 by 1.5 mm2, and 1504 projections were collected for each sample over the full 180° angular range. A standard ﬁltered back-projection reconstruction algorithm was used to reconstruct the 3D images.21 The full reconstructed volume was a cylinder with 1.5 mm diameter and 1.5 mm height with a voxel lateral isotropic size of ;0.73 lm. C. Nano-tomography



The size of the porous microstructure of the Ti-foams is beyond the resolution of micro-tomography. To conduct the analysis at the proper nanometer length scale, x-ray nano-tomography19,22 was thus carried out. The nanotomography sample preparation was performed with two different methods—with and without focus-ion-beam (FIB) milling—to study the effects of FIB milling, which is widely used in preparing nano-tomography samples.23–25 First, the sample preparation with FIB involved milling the sample to selectively cut a cylindrical region of interest, followed by a lift-out procedure to mount the milled cylinder onto a pin. The detailed lift-out procedure is described elsewhere.24 Given the large volume to be milled, a high voltage (30 kV) and high Ga ion current (21 nA)



were used. The FIB sample preparation results in cylindrical samples with diameters that closely match the ﬁeld of view of the microscope (40 lm). However, the FIB procedure may introduce damage to the sample, thus affecting the results of the quantitative morphological analysis. Therefore, FIB-less preparation was also performed by hand-cutting the sample with a razor blade and using only the sample tip where the diameter is ,100 lm. The sample being larger than the ﬁeld of view, the scans were thus performed in a so-called “local nano-tomography” mode.19 Nanotomography measurements were conducted at beamline X8C, National Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory, BNL). This newly developed transmission x-ray microscope (TXM) at BNL provides a markerless, automated tomography.19 This was an essential capability which enabled very high resolution (voxel size of 38.9 nm for this experiment). Because of the unique capability of the local tomography character offered in the experiment, the sample could be reasonably well reconstructed, thus avoiding a complex sample preparation such as FIB milling. For each sample, a nano-tomography dataset was collected with 8 keV x-rays, using 1441 projections over an angular range of 180° with a ﬁeld of view of 40  40 lm2 (with a 2  2 k CCD camera binning 2  2 camera pixels into one output pixel). One full nanotomography acquisition takes approximately 4–6 h. A standard ﬁltered back-projection reconstruction algorithm was again used to reconstruct the 3D images.21 The reconstructed volume is a cylinder with 40 lm in both diameter and height. D. Image processing and analysis of the nano-tomography results



The FIB-prepared samples were found to be severely damaged and their reconstructions are only presented here for comparison purpose, without morphological analysis. 3D quantitative morphological analysis was carried out on the nano-tomography reconstruction from all six nonFIBed samples (C and F 5–30). The reconstructed virtual crosssection slices were ﬁrst cropped to remove the parts closer to the surface (;1–2 lm), which could be damaged during cutting, also to remove the exterior empty regions in some cases when the sample did not completely ﬁll the TXM ﬁeld of view, and also to create a parallelepipedic region of interest on which image processing and calculations can be carried out. A median ﬁlter with a kernel size of 3  3  3 voxels was applied to the original image for noise reduction. The Ti-alloy region and the Mg-rich region (in C5–C30) or pores (in F5–F30) were labeled via simple threshold segmentation. The histogram (see supplemental Fig. 1) of the reconstruction images show two distinctive peaks from Mg–Cu (C5–C30) or air (F5–F30) and from the Ti phase. The threshold value was deﬁned as the minimum value
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between the two peaks. A smoothed surface mesh was then generated from the threshold image using commercial software (Avizo, VSG, version 7). The surface mesh was generated based on the interface between the titanium and the exterior region of the threshold segmented image (for details, see supplemental Table I). Various 3D parameters were then calculated from the segmented structure and surface meshes: Ti-alloy ligament size distribution, Mg–Cu and pore characteristic length, tortuosity, and curvatures. The surface meshing and the principal curvature calculations were carried out using commercial package (Avizo, v.7, VSG). All other analyses were done using customized written software (MatLab, R2011b, MathWorks) with the algorithms described elsewhere: ligament size distribution by Holzer et al.,26 tortuosity by Maire et al.,27 and characteristic length and interfacial shape distribution (ISD) by Voorhees et al.28 As a bi-continuous structure, it is inaccurate to represent the ligament size with one average number or minimum diameters. Therefore, the ligament size distribution used in this paper shows an overall distribution of all the present ligament diameters within the entire Ti foam structure. The algorithm for the tortuosity calculation was slightly modiﬁed such that the neighboring distance is deﬁned by an approximation of the euclidean, a so-called “quasi-euclidean deﬁnition,” and also the entire sample volume was calculated as a single path instead of two separate sub-volume divisions as shown in the literature.27 In the ISD calculation, as the surface meshing in Avizo results in a triangular mesh with tiles of various areas, an area weighting procedure is used when generating the probability map.



III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION A. Ti-foam fabrication and micro-tomography



Figure 1 shows 2D images of the surface of the six as-prepared samples, obtained with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Signiﬁcant differences in morphology between the as-prepared and etched samples are visible. In particular, the surfaces of the as-prepared samples C5, C10, and C30 show a single phase with a low volume fraction of pores, rather than the expected two-phases bi-continuous composite structure consisting of a Ti-rich phase (Ti–Cr–Zr) and a Mg-rich phase (Mg–Cu). The reason for this will be explained in the next section. One can also notice that the size of the microstructure is larger for the sample F30. Micro-CT provides an overview of the internal structure instead of only the surface as shown in the SEM images. Figure 2 shows the virtual cross-section obtained by Micro-CT of the six samples. Only the samples exposed for 30 min to the Mg melt—as-prepared composites [C30, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] and etched foams [F30, Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]—are shown here for brevity. Cross-sections of the other four samples are shown in supplemental Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2(a), a slice shows the internal structure of the C30 sample, where blue arrows indicate the surface cuts after Mg melt exposure, while the other two surfaces correspond to those in contact with the Mg melt. These cuts were necessary for making the sample small enough for the micro-CT measurement. In the natural surface, as enlarged and shown in Fig. 2(b), a boundary between a near-surface region and an internal region can be seen, as marked with the dashed line in



FIG. 1. SEM images of surface of as-prepared samples exposed to liquid Mg melt for (a) 5 min (C5), (b) 10 min (C10), and (c) 30 min (C30). SEM images of surface of etched foams created from these as-prepared samples for Mg exposure times of (d) 5 min (F5), (e) 10 min (F10), and (f) 30 min (F30). 2446
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FIG. 2. Virtual cross-section obtained by Micro-CT of (a) composite C30 with a region marked by green rectangle enlarged in (b); the red arrow in (b) indicates the residual Mg–Cu phase on the surface and the yellow arrow indicates the internal composite: Ti–Cr–Zr (lighter gray) and Mg–Cu (darker gray). The dashed line marks the boundary between these two regions. (c) Etched foam F30 with a region marked by blue rectangle enlarged in (d). The white arrows in all the sub-ﬁgures (composites and foams) indicate regions with visibly less Ti-rich phase. The blue arrows in ﬁgures (a) and (c) indicate artiﬁcially cut surfaces for making the sample small enough for the micro-CT measurement.



Fig. 2(b). The near surface region consists of a ;100-lm thick layer of the residual Mg–Cu phase left from the Mg melt, which covers the entire surface of the sample [shown as red arrows in Fig. 2(b)]. Under this internal layer, the internal composite contains the two Ti–Cr–Zr (lighter gray) and Mg–Cu (darker gray) as indicated with an yellow arrow in Fig. 2(b). This surface Mg-rich layer is absent from the etched foam sample [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] as expected since the etching process completely removes the Mg-rich phase, both from the surface residual and from the bi-continuous structure. For both situations (before and after etching), the distribution of the Ti-rich phase within the samples is inhomogeneous in some regions, as indicated by the white arrows in all sub-ﬁgures in Fig. 2, corresponding to regions with low fractions of the Ti-rich phase. B. Nano-tomography



The virtual cross-section images of the nano-tomography reconstruction from the F5 and F30 samples, prepared by FIB milling and lift-out technique, are shown in Fig. 3.



FIG. 3. TXM reconstructed image of the Ti foam which underwent FIB sample preparation: F5 (a) radial virtual cross-section and (b) longitudinal virtual cross-section; and F30 (c) radial virtual cross-section and (d) longitudinal virtual cross-section (material marked Pt at the bottom of the sample is platinum used to hold the sample onto the sample holder). Artifacts described in the text are shown with arrows.



Two kinds of artifacts due to FIB damage can be clearly identiﬁed in these reconstructed images. First, the morphology of the surface is modiﬁed and additional materials ﬁll the pores present at the surface, as indicated by the solid yellow arrows. Second, the internal structure shows additional ﬁlling material that might have migrated into the pores during milling and form the crescent shape structures indicated by the dashed red arrows. While FIB milling combined with the lift-out technique has been successfully applied to nano-tomography sample preparation in other systems such as solid oxide fuel cells,24 Li-ion batteries,29,30 and nanoporous gold,31 this method must be avoided in the present Ti-alloy case, at least for the present milling conditions. Therefore, an automated markerless local nanotomography method19 was applied on nonFIB samples. Figure 4(a) shows a TXM mosaic 2D radiographic image showing the entire geometry of the sample. For tomography, the ﬁeld of view is restricted to the yellow rectangle. The resulting cross-section and 3D views are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively. Fully closed pores with high curvature (indicated by red arrows) are found, as also observed in transmission electron microscopy images of nanoporous gold,32 which is prepared by a single-step acid dealloying from a crystalline Ag–Au alloy. Figure 4(d)
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FIG. 4. (a) TXM mosaic image for the FIB-less Ti–Cr–Zr foam F5. The square shows the location for local nano-tomography, (b) 2D longitudinal virtual cross-section from TXM reconstruction, and (c) 3D volume of the reconstructed Ti-foam. Red arrows point to enclosed pores. (d) Cropped volume (25  21  31 lm3) from F5 for 3D morphological analysis. Images of the FIB-less composite C5, (e) 2D virtual cross-section, and (f) 3D reconstruction; and foam F30, (g) 2D virtual cross-section, and (h) 3D reconstruction.



illustrates the cropped volume from the full 3D reconstruction for the 3D morphological analysis as described in Sec. II. D. Figures 4(e) and 4(f) show the 2D cross-section and 3D volume of the composite C5, where the Mg–Cu matrix has relatively low contrast but can be vaguely seen (such as the green arrow, which indicates the surface of the Mg–Cu matrix). Qualitatively compared with E5, the morphology did not change during the etching process. Figures 4(g) and 4(h) show the 2D cross-section and 3D volume of the composite F30, where the coarsening of the Ti alloy ligament due to the longer Mg exposure can be clearly identiﬁed by comparing Figs. 4(g) and 4(h) with Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), images of E5. A complete view of all six samples can be found in supplemental Fig. 4. C. Quantitative 3D morphological analysis from nano-tomography



1. Ti ligament diameter distribution Figure 5(a) shows the Ti ligament diameter distributions of the as-prepared composite (solid lines) and etched foam samples (dashed lines). The distributions are rather identical for foam and composites indicating that the etching process changes only marginally this parameter. The SEM images in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) seemed to indicate an apparently minor difference between F5 and F10. The quantitative analysis shows however the shifting of the ligament size distributions toward larger ligament diameters indi2448
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cating very clearly that coarsening is indeed occurring during Mg exposure at an elevated temperature. The absolute value of the width of the distributions also broaden noticeably with exposure time, with the full width half maximum spanning from 1.2–1.3 lm for sample C5 and F5, 1.3–1.5 lm for sample C10 and F10, and 1.9–2.1 lm for sample C30 and F30. If we now calculate the relative width of these distributions (for instance the variation coefﬁcient33 and deﬁned as the percentage ratio of the width of the distribution over its average) it is almost equal to 130% for the three holding times. Figure 5(b) shows the characteristic length for Mg–Cu phase (composite) and pore (foams) as a function of Mg exposure time. First, the size scale of the Mg–Cu phase was largely preserved by the etching process, which results in a similar characteristic length of the pore for the composites and of the Mg–Cu for the foams at a given Mg bath time. Similar to the Ti-ligament, the size of Mg-Cu also increased from 5 to 30 min of Mg exposure. The characteristic length is solely based on the ratio between the volume and surface area of Mg–Cu phase (for composites) or pore (for foams). This single value parameter is therefore less sensitive than the size distribution calculations used to quantify the titanium ligament size. However, the overall trend of size increasing with Mg exposure time for the Mg–Cu phase and pores remains similar to the one observed for titanium ligament size. The coarsening of the Ti-ligament size with increasing liquid Mg exposure time can be used to tailor the desired
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Ti-ligament size and therefore the relevant properties for speciﬁc applications. 2. Tortuosity Figures 6(a) and 6(b) display the tortuosity of the six samples. The x, y, and z directions were the laboratory axes, and a quasi-Euclidean deﬁnition of neighboring voxels was used. The magnitudes and the degree of anisotropy do not indicate that the Mg exposure or etching processes caused a signiﬁcant change in tortuosity. The tortuosity is slightly higher in the composites (;1.4) than in the foams (;1.3), which is consistent with the fact that the composites have a slightly lower volume fraction of titanium than the foams. Quantitatively, the relation between the volume fraction e and the tortuosity s can be expressed by the Bruggeman relation: s2 5 e1 a, where a is the Bruggeman coefﬁcient.34 The Bruggeman relation builds upon a simpliﬁed geometry—the tortuosity is calculated within a matrix where spherical particles are embedded. Speciﬁcally, a is 1.5 in this simpliﬁed case. While the Bruggeman relation can be qualitatively used to approximate the tortuosity in other geometry, the value of the parameter a may vary. Figure 6(c) shows the relationship between the tortuosity



factor (s2) and volume fraction (e) in double (base ten) logarithmic scale along with the Bruggeman coefﬁcient ﬁtting. The dashed line is the best linear line ﬁtted provided that the line passes through the origin, which is the boundary condition: when the volume fraction is unity, the tortuosity should also be unity. While the a value obtained from the ﬁtting is close to 1.5, as in the simpliﬁed geometry, some data points deviate from the estimation of the Bruggeman relation because of the more complex geometry in the Ti-foam samples. Supplemental Fig. 5 shows the tortuosity values of all three orthogonal directions for each sample. 3. Curvature analysis–ISD As shown in Fig. 7(a) for the F5 foam, 3D morphology of the samples is quantiﬁed using the ISD method.35–37 As a way to quantify the shape of a 3D interface or a surface (interface between air and sample), an ISD provides a probability density map of ﬁnding a small patch of interface with a given pair of minimum and maximum principal curvatures, j1 and j2, respectively. These principal curvatures are directly related to other two common curvature quantities, mean curvature [H 5 (j1 1 j2)/2], and Gaussian curvature (K 5 j1j2). H, for instance, is directly linked to



FIG. 5. (a) Ligament diameter distribution for the three as-prepared composites (solid lines) and the three etched foam (dashed lines) showing coarsening with liquid Mg exposure time and little effect of etching, and (b) characteristic length for Mg–Cu phase (composite) and pore (foams) versus Mg exposure time.



FIG. 6. Tortuosity (s) for (a) the as-prepared composites and (b) the etched foams. (c) Plot of tortuosity factor (s2) versus volume fraction (e) in log–log scale along with the Bruggeman coefﬁcient ﬁtting. J. Mater. Res., Vol. 28, No. 17, Sep 14, 2013
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FIG. 7. (a) Scaled interfacial shape distribution of F5 foam (insets show the corresponding shape for each quadrant). (b) Fraction of surface area for each of the three shapes (saddle, convex, and concave points) as a function of Mg exposure time, both as-prepared composites and etched foams.



FIG. 8. Scaled interfacial shape distribution of (a-c) the as-prepared composites and (d-e) the etched foams. 2450
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the chemical potential at a point on the interface. As a result, the volume fraction of the phases and the mechanism of mass transport in the system determine the shape of an ISD. As the solid volume fraction departs from 50%, the average of mean curvature deviates from zero. On the ISD shown in Fig. 7(a), the second quadrant corresponding to K , 0 has the highest probability density, meaning that most of the surface patches of the Ti nano-foam are saddle-shaped. Some fall in the ﬁrst quadruple, where both j1 and j2 are positive, corresponding to the convex points among the surface. The minority of the patches have concave shapes. The area percentage of these three different shapes (saddle, convex, and concave) is shown in Fig. 7(b) as a function of Mg melt exposure time and process (before/after etching). In Fig. 7(a), j1 and j2 are scaled with the average Ti ligament diameter calculated from Fig. 5(a), so the overall distribution does not depend on the size of the ligament (or pores) but solely on the shape of the surface. This scaling allows direct comparison of the ISDs of the Ti-foams with different Ti ligament sizes, as shown in Fig. 8. First, if we compare the time series from C5 to C30, or F5 to F30, the ISDs show a continuous broadening in their peaks, indicating that the shape of the surface morphology has changed during the coarsening. Second, comparing the as-prepared and the etched samples at the same time point (C5 versus F5, C10 versus F10, and C30 versus F30), the ISDs did not show a signiﬁcant change. This is a clear indication that the etching process preserves the shape of the structure and did not introduce changes after the phase-separation in the Mg melt. Furthermore, we can compare these ISDs for nanoporous titanium with the ISDs from nanoporous gold, fabricated in a single step by dealloying an Ag–Au alloy with nitric acid.31,38 While the ligament size is much smaller for np-Au, the resulting ISDs from these two different processes are qualitatively similar, indicating that these two different processes— dealloying in acid for nanoporous gold and phase-separation for np-Ti—have little effect on the resulting shape of the interface and curvature distribution. IV. CONCLUSION



Nano-tomography using TXM coupled with quantitative image analysis is an effective means of characterizing the critical 3D morphological parameters of nanoporous materials. Four key discoveries were made. First, liquid Mg melt exposure of Ti foams for 30 min causes the average Ti submicron ligament diameter to increase by about 550–850 nm in both the as-prepared and etched samples. The coarsening of the Ti ligaments in high temperature Mg is reﬂected in the shifting of the overall size distribution toward larger ligament diameters. Second, the magnitude of the tortuosity and the degree of anisotropy is not indicative of a clear trend of change as a function of Mg melt



exposure time or etching. The relationship between the tortuosity and the volume fraction loosely follow the Bruggeman relation. Finally, the distribution of the two principal curvatures indicates that the nanoporous Ti and pore interface consists largely of saddle points where the maximum curvature is positive and the minimum curvature is negative, in addition to about 15–18% of the convex points. These area percentages remain relatively unchanged during the Mg melt exposure and subsequent etching processes. While the etching process did not have a signiﬁcant effect on the ISD, the Mg melt exposure causes the ISD peak to broaden. The ISD is qualitatively very similar to the ISD of the classical nanoporous gold, indicating that the underlying mechanism between the molten Mg phase separation and acid treatment de-alloying is similar. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Supplemental Materials Appendix A. Threshold Segmentation In the ideal case the background noise intensities and solid phase intensities form two superimposed normal distributions. If the minimum value is selected as the threshold, some background noise voxels will be selected and some solid phase voxels will be ignored. By fitting a Gaussian function to the curve, the number of incorrect voxels can be estimated and the error can be determined. Supplemental Figure 1 is a histogram of the voxel intensity distribution of the E30 sample after a median filter was applied. The left peak represents background noise. The right peak represents the solid phase. The amount of error due to thresholding was determined by calculating the total number of overlapping voxels when considering both peaks to be normal distributions. The total number of overlapping background noise and solid phase voxels was found to be 3,979,184 voxels. This gives an error of ~1.2%.



FIG S1. – A histogram of the voxel intensity distribution of the E30 sample after a median filter was applied.
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Appendix B. Effect of Surface Smoothing on Characteristic Length Supplemental Table 1 shows the variation in characteristic length as a function of the surface mesh smoothing parameters. Two types of smoothing algorithms are provided: unconstrained smoothing and constrained smoothing. In constrained smoothing two voxels with different labels will never me modified. This is not necessarily the case in unconstrained smoothing. The compactify algorithm is an edge-contraction technique used to reduce the number of triangles in the generated surface mesh. The minimal edge length indicates the minimal allowed edge length relative to the size of a unit grid cell in the generated surface mesh. In all cases, changing the minimal edge length from 0 to 0.4 resulted in a negligible change in characteristic length. This is most likely due to the lack of ligaments and that scale. If some smoothing algorithm is applied, changing the minimal edge length from 0.4 to 0.8 and applying compactify provides a negligible effect as well – the smoothing already eliminated small ligaments. Smoothing
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TABLE S1. - variation in characteristic length as a function of the surface mesh smoothing parameters



Appendix C. Micro-CT view



FIG S2. – Micro-CT virtual cross-section for As-prepared samples with Mg melt exposure times of: (a-b) 5 min, (c-d) 10 min, (e-f) 30 min
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FIG S3. Micro-CT virtual cross-section for Etched samples with Mg melt exposure times of: (a-b) 5 min, (c-d) 10 min, (e-f) 30 min
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Appendix D. X-ray nano-CT view



FIG S4. – 2D virtual cross-section and 3D reconstruction volume from x-ray nano-tomography of all six samples. The diameter of each reconstructed Ti-foam structure is 40 µm.
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Appendix E. Relationship between volume fraction (ε) and tortuosity (τ). For each sample, the tortuosity of all three orthogonal directions were calculated and shown below in double (base ten) logarithmic scale. Note that the three orthogonal directions were arbitrarily chosen, based on laboratory coordinates and therefore do not represent any specific orientations of the samples. The average tortuosity of the three orthogonal directions is also shown for each sample.



FIG S5 - Relationship between volume fraction (ε) and tortuosity (τ): for each sample, the tortuosity values of all three orthogonal directions along with their average are shown.
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